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Abstract
Single eukaryotic cells commonly sense and follow chemical gradients, performing chemo-
taxis. Recent experiments and theories, however, show that even when single cells do not
chemotax, clusters of cells may, if their interactions are regulated by the chemoattractant.
We study this general mechanism of “collective guidance” computationally with models that
integrate stochastic dynamics for individual cells with biochemical reactions within the cells,
and diffusion of chemical signals between the cells. We show that if clusters of cells use the
well-known local excitation, global inhibition (LEGI) mechanism to sense chemoattractant
gradients, the speed of the cell cluster becomes non-monotonic in the cluster’s size—clus-
ters either larger or smaller than an optimal size will have lower speed. We argue that the
cell cluster speed is a crucial readout of how the cluster processes chemotactic signals;
both amplification and adaptation will alter the behavior of cluster speed as a function of
size. We also show that, contrary to the assumptions of earlier theories, collective guidance
does not require persistent cell-cell contacts and strong short range adhesion. If cell-cell
adhesion is absent, and the cluster cohesion is instead provided by a co-attraction mecha-
nism, e.g. chemotaxis toward a secreted molecule, collective guidance may still function.
However, new behaviors, such as cluster rotation, may also appear in this case. Co-attrac-
tion and adaptation allow for collective guidance that is robust to varying chemoattractant
concentrations while not requiring strong cell-cell adhesion.
Author Summary
To get from one part of the body to another, single cells often follow chemical signals.
Sometimes, though, isolated cells ignore these signals, but a group of cells still manages to
travel in a directed way. How can this happen? We argue that if the signal changes how the
cells interact with their neighbors, a cluster of cells can detect signals single cells ignore.
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We use computational models to study how this can happen, and show that the speed of
the cluster will depend on how the cells process the signal, as well as whether or not the
cells are tightly connected to one another. We also show if the cells are only loosely con-
nected, and are attracted to a secreted molecule, cell clusters may develop rotation and
other effects that will change how effectively they can sense signals.
Introduction
Many individual cells, including white blood cells and bacteria, chemotax—sensing and follow-
ing gradients of signals. Some cells, though, are not loners—they migrate collectively—and cells
traveling in clusters and sheets during development must chemotax together. Many experiments
[1–5] have shown that clusters can have capabilities that single cells lack: in particular, clusters
of cells can follow a gradient even when single cells do not. How can cells work together to fol-
low a gradient that each individual cell is incapable of sensing? How can cells integrate data
from across the cluster to improve their gradient sensing abilities? Is cluster chemotaxis essen-
tially different than single-cell chemotaxis? The simplest possibility, that cells just spatially aver-
age the gradient signal acting independently on each of them and thereby achieve a more
accurate sensing capability, is ruled out, at least for lymphocytes, by experiments that show clus-
ters can travel in the direction opposite to that of single cells [1]. A different possible explanation
relies on the qualitative idea of collective guidance [6], in which a cluster of cells can gain a
direction even though each of its individual cells senses only the level of signal, and not its gradi-
ent. To make this notion more quantitative, we have recently introduced such a model of collec-
tive guidance in the context of neural crest cells where the cluster’s directionality comes from a
regulation of contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL) [7]; a related model was also proposed for
clusters of lymphocytes [1] and extended for studying border cell migration [8].
However, our current understanding of collective guidance and how collective chemotaxis
occurs without single-cell gradient sensing does not account for the possibility of response
coordinated by chemical signaling between cells. Our minimal model of collective guidance
posits that each cell reacts only to the local chemoattractant and the physical presence of its
neighbors [7]. More complicated signal processing could take place on the cluster scale if cells
use signaling molecules to communicate with each other to collectively process the information
contained in the chemoattractant gradient, as was recently suggested to be the case in branch-
ing morphogenesis [4, 9]. It is therefore important to ask: What experimental signatures would
tell us if this were happening, and how would this signal processing change the efficiency of the
cluster’s movement? Can collective signal processing overcome shallow gradients seen in vivo
(e.g. [10]), amplifying differences in cluster behavior between the front and the back? In mini-
mal models of collective guidance [1, 7], the cluster moves by a tug of war, and is likely under
tension. Nevertheless, collective chemotaxis can also occur in the absence of strong adhesion
[2]. How does this happen? We will address all of these questions in this paper. Our initial
focus will be on understanding in vitro experiments in relatively controlled environments [1,
2], especially experiments on explants of neural crest cells, and using these results to develop a
useful quantitative framework for the study of collective guidance more generally, including
collective chemotaxis in vivo [11, 12].
To understand why clusters of explanted neural crest cells chemotax where single cells do
not [2], we will analyze both short-range interactions between cells and long-range interactions
mediated by chemical secretions. The primary short-range interaction between neural crest
cells are cadherin-mediated adhesion and contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL). CIL results
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in cells repolarizing away from each other after contact. CIL in tissues may be regulated by the
type of cadherin expressed, as well as being linked to mechanical force between cells [13–16].
Many possible molecular mediators of CIL have been established, including the non-canonical
Wnt-planar cell polarity pathway and ephrin signaling [17, 18]. Within this paper, we will take
a phenomenological approach to modeling CIL, describing its consequences rather than its
molecular origin.
We first study models of biochemical processing of the chemoattractant signal within the
cell cluster, assuming strong cell-cell adhesions as in our earlier model [7]. We treat the possi-
bility of gradient sensing via cell-cell communication, using a mechanism that allows adapta-
tion, i.e. the cluster’s response becomes insensitive to the overall level of the signal S(r). We do
this using a local excitation, global inhibition (LEGI) scheme [19]. This model is supported by
recent experiments on collective gradient sensing in branching morphogenesis, which identify
gap-junction-mediated communication between cells as a critical aspect of collective gradient
sensing [4, 9]. We also consider the possibility of cluster-level amplification of a sensed gradi-
ent, where relatively small changes in the chemoattractant signal S(r) across the cluster are
amplified into much larger changes in the response level. With both adaptation and a switch-
like amplification, we find that clusters of an optimal size are more efficient at chemotaxing
than either smaller or larger clusters. Amplification of the external signal allows clusters to
develop a large velocity even in a shallow gradient. We argue, based on simple scaling princi-
ples, that sufficiently large clusters with only short-range adhesion undergoing collective guid-
ance would be expected to either fragment or become increasingly slow.
We then show that if the cohesion of a cluster is not controlled by local cell-cell adhesion,
but rather by chemotaxis toward a secreted signal (or “co-attraction” [20]), a cluster of cells
can undergo collective guidance by regulation of CIL even if cells are not in continuous contact.
We show how co-attraction and regulated CIL interact in order to create robust chemotaxis. In
the presence of co-attraction, new behaviors, including persistent cluster rotation, may emerge.
We provide an extensive characterization of the transition to rotation, and how rotation can
alter the efficiency of gradient-sensing clusters.
Model
Collective guidance as driven by contact inhibition of locomotion: quick
summary and biophysical motivation
We want to model the collective guidance of a cluster of cells exposed to a chemical gradient
S(r). We use the experiments of [2] on neural crest explants responding to Sdf1 gradients as a
guide to determine the features we include as well as the model parameters, though we expect
our results to be more generally applicable as well. There are four major elements of a model of
this process: 1) single-cell dynamics, 2) physical interactions between cells and contact-range
effects like contact inhibition of locomotion, 3) the response of the cells to the chemical S(r),
and 4) chemical communication and signaling between cells.
Single-cell dynamics. Wemodel single cell dynamics using a stochastic particle model
that, in the absence of other cells, creates an unbiased persistent random walk even in the pres-
ence of a chemoattractant gradient. This models the basic observation of [2] that single neural
crest cells are relatively insensitive to gradients of Sdf1. Single isolated cells in our model have a
behavior that is completely independent of the chemical signal S(r).
Physical interactions and short-range contact inhibition of locomotion. We include
three short-range interactions between cells: cell-cell adhesion, exclusion of overlap between
cells, and contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL). CIL is a well-known property of many cell
types, notably including neural crest cells, in which cells polarize away from cell-cell contact
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[15, 21–26]. We model CIL by assuming that the cell polarity, p, which describes the cell’s ori-
entation and propulsion strength, is biased away from directions in which the cell touches
another cell. The result of this assumption is that, consistent with experiments on neural crest
cells [2], the outside edge cells of a cluster are polarized outward, while cells in the interior are
unpolarized (Fig 1A).
Response of cells to chemoattractant. For a collective guidance mechanism to drive clus-
ter motility, the polarization must be graded across the cluster. As the polarization of the cells
at the edge is driven by CIL, we assume that CIL is regulated by the chemoattractant concentra-
tion S(r). This is motivated by the result of Ref. [2], who observe that protrusions on the out-
side of neural crest clusters are stabilized by the chemoattractant Sdf1. (The assumption that
there is an interaction between chemoattractants and CIL is also supported by other recent
experiments [18], though we do not explicitly model their results here.) Our earlier minimal
model assumed that CIL strength is proportional to the chemoattractant signal S(r) [7]. We
will also model biochemical processing of the signal within cells, including a local excitation,
global inhibition (LEGI) mechanism as well as potential amplification of the chemoattractant
signal. In the LEGI model, the signal creates both activator and inhibitor molecules within the
cell, with the activator localized to each cell and the inhibitor free to diffuse between contacting
cells (e.g. via gap junctions). The activator positively regulates the susceptibility of CIL, and the
inhibitor negatively regulates it (Fig 1B). All of these mechanisms result in cells at higher values
of S having a larger susceptibility to CIL, being more polarized, and the cluster moving up the
gradient of S (Fig 1A).
Signaling between cells. We model a potential “co-attraction” between cells as previously
seen in neural crest [20, 27]. In this mechanism, single cells both secrete a chemical c into the
extracellular space and chemotax toward higher levels of c (Fig 1C). We note that in our model,
isolated cells can chemotax toward the secreted co-attractant c(r), but do not sense gradients
in the signal S(r). In this way, the concentration c(r) models the complement fragment C3a,
which can lead to single cell chemotaxis [20], while S(r) represents Sdf1, which does not create
single cell chemotaxis [2]. This mechanism can provide cohesion to a cluster even if cell-cell
adhesion is completely absent.
Fig 1. Summary of model mechanisms. (A) Schematic picture of minimal model and origin of directed motion introduced in [7]. Cell polarities are biased
away from the cluster toward the direction qi ¼Pji r^ ij by contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL); the strength of this bias is regulated by the local
chemoattractant value S(r), leading to cells being more polarized at higher S. In our minimal model, we assume the bias strength β is directly proportional
to S, but in models with adaptation and ampliﬁcation, β is controlled by the concentration of the response chemical R. See text for details. (B) Regulation
of CIL strength by signal via a local excitation, global inhibition (LEGI) mechanism. The activator A is localized in each cell, while the inhibitor Imay diffuse
between contacting cells. (C) Cluster cohesion may arise from co-attraction, where cells secrete a molecule cwhich diffuses in the extracellular space.
Individual cells chemotax up the gradient c(r).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g001
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Mathematical description of model
We use a two-dimensional stochastic particle model to describe cells exposed to a chemical gra-
dient S(r). We describe each cell i with a position ri and a polarity pi. The cell polarity indicates
the cell’s direction and propulsion strength, i.e. the velocity with which it would travel in the
absence of additional forces; we thus define pi so that an isolated cell with polarity pi has veloc-
ity pi. The cell’s motion is overdamped, so physical forces like cell-cell adhesion and exclusion
change the cell’s velocity—the velocity of the cell is pi plus the net force the other cells exert on
it,
P
j6¼iF
ij. We model chemically-induced effects like CIL as altering a cell’s biochemical polar-
ity pi. Our model is then:
@tr
i¼ pi þ
X
j6¼i
Fij ð1Þ
@tp
i ¼  1
t
pi þ sξiðtÞ þ bi
X
ji
r^ ij
þwrcðr
iÞ
jrcj Yðjrcj  g0Þ
ð2Þ
where Fij are intercellular forces, e.g. cell-cell adhesion and volume exclusion, and ξi(t) are ﬂuctu-
ating, temporally uncorrelated noise terms that are Gaussian with hximðtÞxjnðt0Þi ¼ 2dmndijdðt  t0Þ,
where the Greek indices μ, ν run over the dimensions x, y. The ﬁrst two terms on the right of Eq 2
are a standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model [28, 29]: pi returns to zero with a timescale τ, but is
pushed away from zero by the ﬂuctuating noise ξ(t). This models a cell that has a motion that is
only persistent over a time of τ.
Cell-cell forces. We adapt the cell-cell force from [30]
Fij ¼ r^ ij
vr d
ij  1ð Þ; dij < 1
va
dij  1
D0  1
; 1  dij < D0
0 dij > D0
8>>><
>>>:
ð3Þ
where dij = |ri − rj|. This force is a repulsive spring below the equilibrium separation, an attrac-
tive spring above it, and vanishes above D0. We will change va and vr in our simulations to
move between clusters that are strongly adherent and those with no short-range adhesion (e.g.
va = 0).
Contact inhibition of locomotion. We introduced the third term on the right of Eq 2 in
Ref. [7] to model contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL): the cell’s polarity is biased away from
cells near it, toward the vector qi ¼Pjir^ ij, where r^ij ¼ ðri  rjÞ=jri  rjj is the unit vector
pointing from cell j to cell i and the sum over j* i indicates the sum over the neighbors of i
(those cells within a distance of DCIL = D0). For cells along the cluster edge, the direction of the
CIL bias (qi) points outward from the cluster, but for interior cells qi is typically smaller or zero
(Fig 1a). Cells around the edge are strongly polarized away from the cluster, while interior cells
have weaker protrusions, as observed by [2].
The strength of the CIL bias for cell i (i.e. the susceptibility to CIL) is given by βi in Eq 2.
This parameter is regulated by the chemoattractant signal S(r), as we discuss below.
Co-attraction between cells. The final term on the right of Eq 2 is the co-attraction effect:
single cells chemotax toward higher levels of c, while remaining unable to sense gradients in
the signal S(r). Here, Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function, Θ(x) = 0 for x< 0 and Θ(x) = 1 for
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x> 0. This term biases cells to polarize toward increasing c, but assumes the strength of this
chemotaxis to c is independent of the gradient strength, once the gradient strength is above the
threshold g0. The saturation of polarization is supported by recent experiments in T cells [31].
In other cell types other behaviors may be occur [32]; modifying this assumption would change
the density and number of contacts in the cluster, leading to potential quantitative changes.
We set g0 = 10
−5 to be very small; its major role is to prevent division by zero when |rc| is
small.
The gradient at the position ri,rc(ri), is computed under the assumption that secretion,
degradation, and diffusion of c are much faster than all other processes in our model [27], and
is found to be (Supplementary Information)
rcðriÞ ¼ 
X
j 6¼i
K1ðjri  rjj=‘Þr^ij ð4Þ
where K1(x) is a modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind and the degradation length ℓ is set
by ℓ2 = D/kc. We choose ℓ to be ﬁve cell diameters (100 μm, or ﬁve in our simulation units),
similar to the value estimated and used by [27] in their simulations. We note that the expres-
sion above is an approximation that neglects the physical presence of the cells, treating them as
pointlike particles; it also treats the space as two-dimensional.
Effect and processing of chemoattractant signal. Wemodel the chemical S(r) as regulat-
ing a cell’s susceptibility to CIL, βi. A minimal assumption would be that bi ¼ bSðriÞ [7]. This
represents the result of [2] that the cluster chemoattractant Sdf1 stabilizes CIL-induced protru-
sions [2]. However, we will also allow for the possibility that βi is regulated in a more complex
way:
bi ¼ bSðriÞ ðminimal modelÞ ð5Þ
bi ¼ bf ðRiÞ ðmodels with adaptation or amplificationÞ ð6Þ
where here Ri is the concentration of Rmolecules in cell i; R here is the ﬁnal read-out of a signal
processing network. We will primarily study a simple, adapting model of response to the signal
S(r), the local excitation, global inhibition (LEGI) model (Fig 1B). We generalize LEGI to cell
clusters and show that it creates adaptation and gradient sensing. In this LEGI model, signal S
produces chemicals A and I within each cell with rates kA, kI. A and I break down with rates
k−A and k−I. A remains localized within each cell, but I can be transferred between contacting
cells with rate kD. A upregulates and I downregulates the ﬁnal output, R, which we assume con-
trols CIL, b ¼ bf ðRÞ (Fig 1B). Our model, which generalizes [19] to clusters, is then:
@tA
i ¼ kASðriÞ  kAAi ð7Þ
@tI
i ¼ kISðriÞ  kI Ii  kDniIi þ kD
X
ji
Ij ð8Þ
@tR
i ¼ kRAið1 RiÞ  kRIiRi ð9Þ
where ni is the number of neighbors to the ith cell. Eq 8 is a reaction-diffusion model on the net-
work of cells [33, 34]. We note that another group has recently studied a similar LEGI model
on cell clusters in the context of branching morphogenesis [4, 9], though in a limited geometry,
and without cell-cell rearrangements.
In Eqs 7–9, we have assumed that the inhibitor I is transferred diffusively between neighbor-
ing cells with a rate kD. Assuming diffusive transfer between contacting cells is appropriate if I
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is transferred from one cell’s cytosol to the other, e.g. by gap junctions. Gap junctions modulate
neural crest cell motility in vivo [35, 36], making this plausible, though no diffusing inhibitor
has yet been identified. If gap junctions do not form quickly enough, it may be possible to cre-
ate adaptation by extracellular secretions, similar to the processes involved in quorum sensing
in bacteria [37] or via “transcytosis” [38]. While we view gap junctions as a likely possibility,
we will also occasionally describe our model as “diffusive communication mediated by contact”
to not exclude other possibilities.
We also note that we have, in Eqs 7 and 8, assumed that the generation of A and I is directly
proportional to S; this assumes that there is no saturation of the chemosensing receptors on the
cell.
Amplification of the chemotactic gradient can be modeled by choosing the function f(R) in
Eq 6. Through this paper, we will study a simplified, switchlike form of amplification, so that
the response f(R) is a fixed large value if R is above a threshold value, but near-zero if R is
below that threshold. The form we use is f(R) = g(R/R0), with gðxÞ ¼ 12 1þ tanh f x  1ð Þ=lg½ .
R0 here is the steady-state value of the response R in a constant signal.
Parameter setting
Throughout this paper, we choose our units to be defined by the typical parameters of neural
crest cells. With this in mind, we take our length scale to be the typical equilibrium cell-cell sepa-
ration and our time scale to be the relaxation time—this corresponds to setting the cell diameter
to be unity and the relaxation time τ = 1. To convert between these simulation units and real
units, we use values estimated from the experiments of [2]: typical equilibrium cell-cell separation
is 20 μm and the typical time over which a cell reorients is roughly 20 minutes, i.e. τ = 20 minutes
in real units. Within the simulation units we have chosen, measured neural crest cell velocities
are on the order of 1, so we choose σ = 1. This choice means that the root mean square speed of
an isolated cell is hjVj2i1=2 ¼ 21=2st1=2  1:4microns/minute, in good agreement with, e.g. [2].
When we include adaptation, we assume that the kinetics of Eqs 7 and 9 are fast compared
with the dynamics of interest, and set them to their steady states, assuming k−R kR and thus
Ri = Ai, ss/Ii(t). We set the diffusion rate kD = 4 in our units, corresponding to a time for equilibra-
tion of a few minutes, consistent with experiments using FRAP to see equilibration of fluorescent
dyes across gap junctions [39]. However, we note that this rate can depend on the identity of the
inhibitor, and may also be regulated [40, 41]. We set the rates of generation and decay of the
inhibitor to be kI = k−I = 1; this is discussed more in the adaptation section. A complete list of
parameters and their justifications is included in the Supplementary Information, Table S1.
Numerical methods
We integrate Eqs 1, 2 and 7–9 explicitly with an Euler-Maruyama integrator [42]. The time
step varies: for rigid clusters with high adhesion, we choose Δt = 1 × 10−4, and for co-attraction
simulations we choose Δt = 1 × 10−3. Further details about time step selection as well as source
code are available in the Supplementary Information.
Results
Review of minimal model of collective guidance in strongly adherent cell
clusters
In our earlier paper [7], we studied a minimal version of the model described above, with no
co-attraction (χ = 0) and no adaptation or amplification, i.e. bi ¼ bSðriÞ. We brieﬂy note a few
results from that paper here, as in some limits, our more complex model will reduce to this
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model. Under assumptions of cluster rigidity and slow reorientation, the mean drift of a cluster
of cells obeying Eqs 1 and 2 is given by
hVic  btM  rS ð10Þ
with the approximation true for S(r) S0 + r  rS. h  ic is an average over the ﬂuctuating pi
but with ﬁxed conﬁguration and orientation of cells ri. The matrixM depends only on the con-
ﬁguration of cells; formulas for many cluster shapes and sizes are given in [7]. Mean cluster
velocity hVxi saturates at large number of cells N. This arises because we have the difference in
signal between the front and the back growing as the cluster radius ( ﬃﬃﬃﬃNp ), while the perime-
ter of the cluster also grows as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
. The force on the cluster then grows as N at large N, while
the effective friction of the cluster grows independently with the number of cells, as N—hence
the net velocity should behave as*N1/2 × N1/2/N* 1 at large N. (Similar scaling arguments
are found for the circular cluster limit in [1].) As we move beyond the minimal model, these
scaling assumptions may break down, and therefore larger clusters will not necessarily have
saturating velocities.
Ref. [7] also provides analytic results for the chemotactic index CI– a measure of the direc-
tionality of the cluster motion. This is commonly defined as the ratio of the distance traveled in
the direction of the gradient (the x direction) to the total distance traveled. To clarify how we
average over many realizations of a path, we define CI = hVxi / h|V|i.
Adaptation and amplification in strongly adherent cell clusters
Motivation for adaptation. In our minimal model of [7], the chemoattractant signal is
directly transduced into an increased effect of CIL, neglecting any additional internal process-
ing. However, it is well known that eventual responses of a cell are controlled by networks of
interacting proteins and other messengers [43]. These networks can allow cells additional
robustness in their responses to a wide variety of signals. One aspect of this robustness, in our
model, is the ability to maintain cluster stability independent of the signal strength. In our min-
imal model [7], a larger signal leads to a larger effect of CIL, and a larger tension on a cluster.
We found that, eventually, as adherent cell clusters travel up a chemotactic gradient, they break
apart—cluster stability is regulated by the signal level S(r). Some aggregates, including neural
crest cells, do scatter, while others like the border cell cluster [44] remain strongly adherent.
For scattering to be regulated independently of the response to chemoattractant, the strength of
CIL must adapt to changing levels of signal S(r). Adaptation like this is commonly seen in
many cellular and sensory responses, where the response to a signal returns to a baseline level
when exposed to a persistently elevated signal [19, 45, 46]. Adaptation can also allow for easier
amplification of a shallow signal, making it an important feature in the processing of a che-
moattractant signal [19].
How can a cluster of cells adapt its responses while maintaining a graded response across
the cluster? One answer comes from gradient sensing in single eukaryotic cells: a local excita-
tion, global inhibition (LEGI) model [19, 47–49]. This model has also been supported in the
context of collective gradient sensing by recent experiments and theories of branching mor-
phogenesis [4, 9]. We argue that it is a natural and minimal default model of gradient sensing
involving chemical communication. The feed-forward motif of LEGI is also one of only two
network topologies that can create adaptation [50]—arguing for its minimality. In this section,
we will study the basic behavior of a strongly adherent cell cluster responding to a chemoattrac-
tant signal by LEGI-mediated collective guidance. Here, we will neglect co-attraction (χ = 0)
and set our physical cell-cell interactions to be strong enough that the cluster is highly rigid
(vr = va = 500).
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LEGI on a cell cluster creates perfect adaptation to uniform signals. The LEGI model of
Eqs 7–9 perfectly adapts to changing uniform signals, as is shown in the analysis of [19] for
LEGI in a single cell. We show this explicitly by finding the steady states of the reaction-diffu-
sion equations. These steady states are simple for A and R,
Ai;ss ¼ kA
kA
Si ð11Þ
Ri;ss ¼ A
i=Ii
Ai=Ii þ kR=kR
 kR
kR
Ai
Ii
ð12Þ
where the approximation holds if the decay rate of R is much faster than its creation rate,
k−R kR. For a signal that is constant in space S(x) = S0, Ii;ss ¼ kIkI S0, and thus the steady state
Ri, ss(t) is independent of S0. If S0 changes over time, R ﬁrst increases and then adapts to its
steady-state value, as do the cell polarities (Fig 2A).
Ideally adapting clusters develop a velocity that saturates at large cluster size. The LEGI
scheme will create a response in the cells that depends on both S(r) and the chemical kinetics
of our reaction-diffusion model. In the limit of fast intercellular diffusion (kD k−I) in a con-
nected cluster, Ii;ss  kI
kI
S, where S ¼ N1PiSi is the mean signal over the cluster (Supplemen-
tary Information). In this limit and k−R kR,
Ri;ss  kR
kR
kA
kA
kI
kI
SðriÞ
S
	 R0
SðriÞ
S
ð13Þ
Under these assumptions, Ri develops a proﬁle across the cell proportional to the percentage
change in the signal S(r) across the cell. In this limit, if the CIL strength is proportional to
Ri, bi ¼ bRi=R0, we ﬁnd that bi ¼ bSðriÞ=S; the strength of polarization is proportional to the
local signal divided by the mean signal over the cluster. This is highly similar to our minimal
assumptions—the only difference is that the CIL strength βi is rescaled by the mean signal level
over the cluster. Therefore, we would expect Eq 10 and its associated results to apply, but with
Fig 2. Signal processing via LEGI leads to perfect adaptation and changes cluster stability regulation. (A) Simulation of adaption to
an increase in a homogenous signal S0. Both R (which is the same for all cells) and the maximum |p
i| respond and then adapt. R0 ¼ kRkR
kA
kA
kI
kI
is the scale of R and we assume bi ¼ bRi=R0. (B) Schematic of how adaptation allows cluster stability to be regulated independently of
cluster chemotaxis. Clusters without adaptation become less stable as they move up the gradient, but those that adapt do not. Arrows are
polarity pi.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g002
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rS ! rS=S. In particular, we note that this also predicts that the velocity hVxi will saturate to
a characteristic value at large cluster size, as in the minimal model. However, we caution that in
a linear gradient,rS=S is not independent of the cluster’s position. For this reason, we gener-
ally study adaptation in a shallow exponential gradient, SðxÞ ¼ S0exS1 so thatrS=S  S1 is con-
stant (as done experimentally in [51]).
We note that the LEGI adaptation scheme functions ideally if intercellular diffusion is fast: a
cluster can sense a gradient, as in the minimal model, but the response βi no longer grows with-
out limit as the cluster travels up the gradient (Fig 2B).
Slow diffusive communication can create a non-monotonic dependence of cluster veloc-
ity on cluster size. We showed above that in the limit of infinitely fast intercellular diffusion,
applying the LEGI adaptation mechanism does nothing more than rescale the response by the
mean signal across the cluster. However, in reality, the approximation of infinitely fast diffu-
sion is not realistic. What constraints do the kinetics of diffusive communication place on the
LEGI mechanism? We have chosen transfer times to be on the order of a few minutes, corre-
sponding to FRAP experiments on transfer of fluorescent dye through gap junctions [39]; we
estimate kD 0.2 min−1 (kD = 4 in our units). (We note that [4] estimates a much faster rate,
which will depend on the identity of the messenger—their values are estimated for calcium and
IP3, while ours is based on [39].) For effective gradient sensing, Imust equilibrate over the clus-
ter within the timescale 1/k−I, i.e. α	 k−I/kD
 1/N (Supplementary Information).
In principle, α could be decreased arbitrarily and we could reach the effectively infinite dif-
fusion limit α
 1/N just by making the inhibitor degradation rate k−I increasingly small. How-
ever, we would not expect k−I to be significantly slower than the cell polarity relaxation rate τ
−1.
If k−I
 τ−1, R will not reach a steady state over the relevant timescales for cell polarity and
motility. We thus expect k−I τ−1. Based on this estimate and the experimental rates for diffu-
sion via gap junctions, we expect α 0.25. This value of α is roughly consistent with the experi-
mental findings of [4], though they have estimated significantly faster rates for kD and k−I. We
choose kI = k−I = τ
−1 to minimize α; we will also show a few examples with larger α.
If diffusive communication kinetics are slow with respect to k−I, cells cannot effectively
communicate across the cluster, and clusters have imperfect gradient sensing: the gradient of R
becomes shallower and nonlinear in larger clusters (Fig 3A). When this occurs, cluster veloci-
ties change. For α = 0.25, mean cluster velocities are non-monotonic in N, with a maximum at
N = 19. This optimum size can be controlled by changing α (Fig 3B). Non-monotonicity can
make comparison to experiment difficult—using cutoffs for “small” and “large” clusters, as
done for some properties in [2], could lead to different results depending on the critical cluster
size. Detailed measurements as a function of the cluster radius, as in [1], may be necessary.
We note that the results in Fig 3B and 3C show both full simulations of Eqs 1 and 2 and sim-
plified numerical predictions. We compute the simplified results by assuming, consistent with
the minimal analytic model of [7], that the cluster is perfectly rigid, and additionally assuming
that reaction-diffusion equations are at their steady state. We can then compute the predicted
mean velocity at a particular cluster orientation by hVic ¼ 1N
P
ihpii ¼ 1N
P
i
bf ðRi;ssÞqi; the
mean velocity hVxi is found by averaging over cluster orientation. This also deﬁnes the chemo-
tactic index of the cluster.
We show in Fig 3C how the chemotactic index CI changes as a function of the cluster
size. CI is a measure of the directionality of the cluster, and is defined by CI = hVxi / h|V|i,
where V is the cluster velocity (see also discussion in [7]). We would expect, based on
our results for rigid clusters, that CI is a monotonic function of hVxi=hdV2x i1=2, where
hdV2x i ¼ hðVx  hVxiÞ2i ¼ s2t=N ¼ hðVy  hVyiÞ2i. Therefore, if the cluster velocity
decreases at large N, CI may still increase if hVxi decreases slower than N−1/2. However, we
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generally ﬁnd that CI reaches a roughly constant value with increasing numbers of cells in
the cluster, and this value depends on the parameter α (Fig 3C). This suggests that merely the
imperfect gradient sensing occurring from the ﬁnite diffusive communication rate will signif-
icantly reduce the cluster’s chemotactic index, as well as preventing it from increasing signiﬁ-
cantly as the number of the cells increases.
Ellison et. al and Mugler et al. [4, 9] have also recently found that gap junction limited com-
munication can play a role in limiting gradient sensing accuracy in the different context of
branching morphogenesis. Our theory shows that in a LEGI model, the collective chemotactic
index of the cluster saturates with cluster size (Fig 3C), similar to their result that the signal-to-
noise ratio in branching morphogenesis (which does not involve motility) saturates at increas-
ing cluster size.
Signal amplification can create non-monotonic dependence of cluster velocity on cluster
size. Within chemotaxing single cells, small differences in signal are amplified to large differ-
ences in behavior between the cell front and back, allowing efficient migration even in shallow
chemotactic gradients [19, 47, 52]. Amplification can also increase cluster motility. Clusters
move via a tug-of-war mechanism—cells at the cluster back oppose the net motion of the clus-
ter (Fig 1). If these back cells are suppressed, or the polarization of the cells at the front is
amplified, cluster velocity increases.
We treat an illustrative but extreme example of amplification in which a cell’s response is
switchlike, with front cells strongly polarized and back cells suppressed, bi ¼ bgðR=R0Þ, with
gðxÞ ¼ 1
2
1þ tanh f x  1ð Þ=lg½ . For λ
 1, bi  b where Ri > R0 (cluster front), and βi 0 if
Ri< R0 (cluster back). This switchlike response means that the precise value of R is not as cru-
cial as whether it is larger or smaller than R0 (Fig 4A). For this reason, with strong ampliﬁcation
Fig 3. Slow diffusive communication leads to optimum size for clusters using LEGI adaptation. (A) Rss on clusters of different sizes shown for
α = k
−I/kD = 0.25 (plausible for gap junction transfer), and α = 10
−3 (near-ideal) in response to a linear gradient. Dashed line shows the ideal result
Rss ¼ R0SðxÞ= S. (B) Imperfect LEGI gradient sensing creates an optimal cluster size at which speed is maximized. (C) Chemotactic index of the
clusters still increases with increasingN. Squares and lines are results assuming rigid clusters and that Eqs 7–9 are at their steady state, while blue
circles are full simulations including the reaction dynamics. V0 	 btS1 is the scale of the velocity. The simulations used to compute (B) and (C) are in an
exponential gradient, S(x) = S0 e
S1 x, S0 = 1, S1 = 0.025; n 2000 trajectories of 6τ are used for each point. (D) shows the initial cluster shapes assumed
in the simulations analyzed in (B) and (C) (though each trajectory starts at a random orientation).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g003
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(λ = 10−2), cluster velocity is, assuming a steady state of Ri, much less sensitive to the interclus-
ter diffusion rate kD (Fig 4B). However, the assumption that R
i is at its steady state is not neces-
sarily reasonable for ampliﬁed clusters; ﬂuctuating Ri coupled with the nonlinear dependence
of βi on Ri above can lead to deviations from the steady-state result (Fig 4B, blue circles). In
fact, to see reasonable agreement between the steady-state and full kinetics simulations, we had
to reduce b from its value of 20 in Fig 3 to b ¼ 0:2 in Fig 4.
With amplification, cluster velocity increases beyond its usual scale of V0 ¼ btS1, as the
cluster is no longer engaged in a tug-of-war. However, cluster velocity is still nonmonotonic in
cluster size (Fig 4B), decreasing as N−1/2 at large N. This is reasonable, based on a simple scaling
argument. As in the minimal model, polarity is only large along the cluster edge (*N1/2 cells).
However, with ampliﬁcation, the polarity strength at the edge is independent of N—so the
mean force driving the cluster scales as N1/2, while the friction of the whole cluster scales as N,
leading to hVxi*N−1/2. We see again that the chemotactic index does not signiﬁcantly increase
with cluster size as N increases from 7 to 61 cells (Fig 4C). This is expected when hVxi*N−1/2.
Other possibilities for ampliﬁcation (e.g. bi ¼ bðRi=R0Þ2 [19]) will lead to different behaviors
for hVxi as a function of N.
Clusters bound only by co-attraction
Until this point, we have only looked at highly adherent, effectively rigid clusters. However, col-
lective cell migration can also occur with a high degree of fluidity and cell-cell rearrangement
[12, 53–60]. In addition, we have until now assumed that the only attraction between cells is
short-range, representing cell-cell adhesion. However, neural crest cells also attract one another
through chemical secretions, which can control the extent of cluster directionality and cohe-
sion [20, 27]—and many other cell types also chemotax toward secretions [61, 62]. We extend
our model to allow for this possibility, and show that clusters of cells that cohere via co-
Fig 4. Amplification can reduce effect of diffusive communication kinetics, but also creates an optimal size. (A) Rss and g(Rss) on clusters of
different sizes. The use of the switchlike amplification reduces the importance of imperfect gradient sensing, ensuring that the cluster response at the front
and the back is the same for either near-ideal (α = 10−3) and realistic (α = 0.25) gradient sensing. (B) Combination of LEGI gradient sensing and
amplification significantly increases cluster speed beyond the typical scale V0 	 btS1 and reduces the dependence of cluster speed on α, but creates an
optimal cluster size at which speed is maximized. (C) Chemotactic index of the clusters still increases with increasing N. Squares and lines are results
assuming rigid clusters and that Eqs 7–9 are at their steady state, while blue circles are full simulations including the reaction dynamics. V0 	 btS1 is the
scale of the velocity. The simulations used to compute (B) and (C) are in an exponential gradient, S(x) = S0 e
S1 x, S0 = 1, S1 = 0.025; n 2000 trajectories
of 6τ are used for each point. b ¼ 0:2 in simulations in this ﬁgure—larger values of b can lead to larger deviations from steady-state results.
bi ¼ bgðR=R0Þ, with gðxÞ ¼ 12 1þ tanh f x  1ð Þ=lg½  and λ = 10−2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g004
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attraction can also be directed by collective guidance. These clusters need not be rigid, and can
have significant re-arrangement or even only transient contacts.
In this section, we will treat clusters with co-attraction (χ 6¼ 0), but assume only the minimal
model of signal processing, with the CIL susceptibility bi ¼ bSðriÞ.
Clusters with only transient cell-cell contacts can still chemotax effectively. Above, we
studied one extreme of cell cluster cohesion: highly cohesive clusters linked by short-range
adhesion. We now study the opposite limit: no short-range adhesion (va = 0), and cluster cohe-
sion solely by chemotaxis to the secreted molecule c. Cluster chemotaxis via collective guidance
can still function even in this limit (Fig 5A–5C, S1 Movie).
Loosely bound cluster chemotactic velocity increases with cluster size. Some qualitative
results of our minimal, rigid model are recapitulated in the model with co-attraction, though
there are important differences. Larger clusters are generally faster and more efficient (Fig 5B
and 5C). Mean velocity increases sublinearly with cluster size. However, unlike [7], we do not
observe the speed of the cluster saturating with cluster size. Why? The saturation of the cluster
Fig 5. Co-attraction and graded CIL can create directedmotion. (A) is a representative snapshot of a chemotaxing cluster loosely bound by co-
attraction, with b ¼ 70 and χ = 15, corresponding to S1 Movie. (B) and (C) show the velocity and chemotactic index of a cluster with these parameters
as a function of number of cells in the cluster. Both cluster velocity and CI increase with increasing cluster size; V0 ¼ btjrSj. (D) is a snapshot of a
rotating chemotaxing cluster with stronger co-attraction and weaker CIL ( b ¼ 37:2 and χ = 83.3), corresponding to S2 Movie. In (A) and (D), the color
map is the co-attractant ﬁeld c(r), the blue arrows are the cell polarity pi, and the cells are drawn as black circles. (E) Phase diagram of chemotactic
index of clusters ofN = 37 cells. CI increases when both co-attraction χ and CIL strength b are increased. (F) Phase diagram of mean angular speed
h|Ω|i of clusters of N = 37 cells. Clusters with sufﬁciently high co-attraction develop rotational motion. Points corresponding to the simulations shown in
(A) and (D) are marked on the phase diagrams of (E) and (F). Throughout this ﬁgure, the degradation length ℓ = 5 cell diameters. n = 100 trajectories of
length 50τ are used for each point of the phase diagrams in (E) and (F), which are contour plots based on a 6 × 7 sample of the space
b 2 ½5; 85:6; w 2 ½0; 100. Varying numbers of trajectories are used for each point in (B) and (C) ranging from n = 100 for smaller clusters to n = 15 for
N = 91 Δt = 0.001, va = 0, vr = 100, and |rS| = 0.025 throughout this ﬁgure.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g005
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velocity for a rigid cluster in the minimal model [7] (or with ideal adaptation, as above) arises
because we balance a force due to CIL that is exerted on the edge of the cluster ( ﬃﬃﬃﬃNp cells),
and increases linearly with the radius of the cluster ( ﬃﬃﬃﬃNp ), hence increasing as N, with a drag
that comes from a linear combination of all the individual cells (*N). In the mechanism with
co-attraction, CIL acts at any cell-cell collision—and these are not limited to the edge of the
cluster (Fig 5A and S1 Movie).
We note that the co-attraction simulations in Fig 5 assume the minimal model of bi ¼ bSðriÞ,
with no adaptation or ampliﬁcation (we study the interaction of the LEGI adaptation mechanism
and co-attraction later). For this reason, as the cell cluster travels up the gradient, the mean value
of β on the cluster increases, which will change the morphology and dynamics of the cluster. The
value of the chemotactic index we present is averaged over the time from 12.5τ to 50τ after the
simulation is initialized; changing this averaging range does not qualitatively change the results
in Fig 5.
Chemotactic index, cluster rotation depend on balance of co-attraction and CIL. As the
degree of co-attraction increases, clusters may also develop a persistent rotational motion while
they chemotax (Fig 5D and S2 Movie). This is consistent with other simulations that show that
self-propelled particles with long-range interactions from chemotaxis or other sources can
develop a vortex state [63–65]. We note, however, that this vortex state arises even though
there is no explicit effect that acts to align a cell’s polarity with its neighbors, and can occur
even without CIL. We provide a simple explanation for the emergence of cluster rotation in the
next section.
We show a phase diagram of the cluster chemotactic index as well as the mean angular
speed in the cluster in Fig 5E and 5F. The chemotactic index is generally maximized when the
co-attraction strength χ and CIL strength b are similar, and can be increased by simultaneously
increasing χ and b. We can understand many of these results intuitively. Increasing the co-
attraction increases the number and duration of interactions, and since the chemotactic
response to the signal S emerges from cell-cell interactions, this increases chemotactic efﬁ-
ciency. Increasing b increases the (graded) polarization of the cells due to CIL, and hence the
chemotactic index—but unless χ also increases, the increase in CIL causes the cluster density to
decrease, reducing the number of interactions. However, increasing χ to be much larger than b
leads to both rotation and a decreased chemotactic index. We emphasize that Fig 5C and 5E
plot the cluster chemotactic index; for loosely bound clusters, especially with rotation, the che-
motactic index of an individual cell can be very different from that of the cluster. We also plot
the mean angular speed h|O|i of the cluster, computed by ﬁrst averaging the angular velocity of
each cell, taking the absolute value, and then averaging over many iterations.
Cluster rotation emerges at large co-attraction via a pitchfork bifurcation. We can pro-
vide a simple argument for how co-attraction can lead to cluster rotation by using a simplified
model that neglects some details of the full interactions; these results are surprisingly effective
in characterizing the full model (Fig 6). In the rotational phase, we observe that co-attraction is
strong enough to keep the clusters tightly packed (Fig 5D and S2 Movie) and the clusters are
roughly circular. We also note that the gradient is not required for clusters to develop rotation,
and that the rotation will occur even if stochastic forces are negligible. We therefore suggest a
simplified model of the rotational motion using two key features: the finite polarity relaxation
time τ and the tendency of co-attraction to polarize cells toward the center of the cluster. We
describe a circular cluster for simplicity, and treat the cluster as perfectly rigid. While the clus-
ter is not completely rigid and cells undergo re-arrangements, we argue that similar mecha-
nisms must be at play in any effectively incompressible cluster. We intend this simple model to
be illustrative, but do not expect it to be quantitatively accurate. We also consider the limit of
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deterministic motion, where the fluctuating noise in our polarity equations vanishes, σ! 0.
We then write
@tp
i ¼ t1pi þ Gin^ i ð14Þ
@ty ¼ my
X
i
Ripi  t^ i ð15Þ
Here, n^ i is the outward normal to the circular cluster at cell i, t^ i is the tangent to the circle,
and Γi indicates the bias arising from a combination of CIL and co-attraction; Γi may be
either positive or negative, and may vary from cell to cell. We assume, however, that these
forces are completely radial—as would be appropriate for a circular cluster with a radially
symmetric co-attractant concentration c(r). θ is the angle of rotation of the cluster, which is
driven by the total “torque” exerted on it,
P
iR
ipi  t^i; Ri is the distance of cell i from the
cluster center and μθ is a mobility. We can write the normal and tangential directions as
n^ i ¼ ð cos ½i þ y; sin ½i þ yÞ, t^ i ¼ ð sin ½i þ y; cos ½i þ yÞ, leading to ddt n^ i ¼ t^ i _y and
d
dt
t^ i ¼ n^ i _y. Here, ϕi is the angular position of the cell when the cluster is at rest at θ = 0.
Fig 6. Cluster rotation with co-attraction emerges as a pitchfork bifurcation. (A) The mean angular velocity for our full simulation of clusters under
co-attraction is in good agreement with the general form of Eq 21. These trajectories are simulated for N = 37 cells with b ¼ 35. The two branches in the
simulation (A) are the means over those clusters with positive (negative) angular velocity. n = 100 simulations of length 50τ are used for each value of χ.
The best ﬁt parameters areΩ0 = 0.671 and χc = 25.6. |rS| = 0 in these simulations. We highlight two points and show typical simulations in (B) and (C).
In (B), χ = 12.2, co-attraction is weak, and contacts are only transient. In (C), χ = 98.0, and the cluster becomes tightly packed and rotates. In (B) and
(C), the color map is the co-attractant ﬁeld c(r), the blue arrows are the cell polarity pi, and the cells are drawn as black circles. The vector ﬁeld pi has a
consistent scale in (B) and (C)—the magnitude of pi is larger in (C) due to the higher value of the co-attraction strength χ.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g006
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Writing pi ¼ n^ ipin þ t^ipit , we ﬁnd
_pin  _ypit ¼ t1pin þ Gi ð16Þ
_pit þ _ypin ¼ t1pit ð17Þ
_y ¼ my
X
i
Ripit ð18Þ
We deﬁne O 	 _y ¼ my
P
iR
ipit andW 	 my
P
iR
ipin. Multiplying Eqs 16 and 17 by R
i and sum-
ming over i, we ﬁnd
_W  O2 ¼ t1W þ my
X
i
RiGi ð19Þ
_O ¼  t1 þW½ O ð20Þ
We see immediately two steady states. The first steady state has no rotation, O = 0,
andW = μθ τ∑i R
i Γi 	W0. The second steady state has constant rotational motion, with
O = ±[−τ−2−μθ∑i R
i Γi]1/2 = τ−1[−1−W0 τ]
1/2 andW = −τ−1. ForW0 τ< −1 (i.e. Γ
i sufficiently
negative) O is real. Linearizing around the no-rotation steady state,W =W0+δW, O = 0+δO,
we find that the non-rotating state also becomes unstable forW0 τ < −1. We thus expect
that we see rotation once Γ becomes sufficiently negative—i.e. the co-attraction becomes
strong compared with the CIL. In our larger model, the effect biasing our polarities toward
the center of the cluster arises only from co-attraction—so we expect that in our full model,
the role of Γ will be played by −χ. In this case, we would expect
O ¼
0 w  wc
O0 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃw wcp w > wc
8<
: ð21Þ
where O0 and χc will depend on the details of the model, e.g. the extent of CIL and the num-
ber of cells. We show in Fig 6 that Eq 21 is a very good description of how our full model
with co-attraction transitions to rotation. Clusters transition to rotation at a critical χc,
which for the parameters of Fig 6 is found to be χc  25.6, and the angular velocity of clus-
ters increases as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
w wcp as χ increases. We have seen deviations from Eq 21 at larger χ, in
which the cluster breaks apart. However, we also found that in this region of parameter
space (χ > 120), our results have not been numerically robust, so we do not present them
here.
We also emphasize that this effect occurs in part because we are not resolving torques on
individual cells. As the cluster rotates, the cell’s polarity pi is constant in the frame of the sub-
strate, rather than the frame of the rotating cluster, i.e. individual cells are free to rotate in
place. The collective rotation may therefore be modified or absent in models that resolve, e.g.
torques on individual cells or full cell structure; this is an area of future interest.
Why does the cluster rotation only occur when the cluster is held together by the co-attrac-
tion, and not by mechanical forces like the adhesion? The critical difference between these two
cases is that within our model, mechanical forces act on the cell’s velocity (Eq 1)– but do not
influence its biochemical polarity pi. By contrast, the co-attraction leads the cluster to develop
an inward polarization.
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Rotating clusters develop chirality-dependent drift. When the cluster develops a sponta-
neous rotation, this changes the underlying symmetries of our problem. Ordinarily, for a
roughly circular cluster, our system is symmetric with respect to inversions in the y direction
(the direction perpendicular to the chemoattractant gradient). This suggests that the net drift
in the y direction should be zero. However, the rotation of the cluster gives it a handedness that
breaks the y inversion symmetry—allowing a net drift in the y direction, whose sign would
then depend on the handedness of the rotation. We show in Fig 7A that this is the case. This
gives a possible explanation for why, in Fig 5E and 5F, the chemotactic index of clusters
decreases as cluster rotation begins. As shown schematically in Fig 7B, even if the cluster’s
motion is completely deterministic, a systematic drift velocity in the y direction will reduce the
cluster’s chemotactic index, because the mean motion no longer is purely in the x direction.
What is the origin of this drift? We cannot explain this result in terms of the assumptions
that led to Eq 21—if we extend this model to have a position-dependent Γ, it will predict that
the drift in the y direction is zero. We suspect that this drift in our full model largely arises
from co-attraction. Small distortions in the cluster arising from the rotation can lead to a bias
for cells that would otherwise see relatively weak gradients. However, we note that this particu-
lar mechanism requires cells that are sensitive to weak gradients in the co-attractant, and then
amplify this into larger motion. We have found that handedness-dependent drift in our model
is sensitive to details such as our assumption that cells respond equally strongly to weak and
strong gradients of the co-attractant c(r). We nevertheless want to highlight the chirality-
dependent drift as a feature that is not excluded on symmetry grounds and may arise more
robustly in other models.
Combination of co-attraction and adaptation. Here, we study the combination of our
two models, including both the LEGI adaptation mechanism and co-attraction. Though we
treat this question for completeness, we note that our model of short-range contact-mediated
diffusive communication is less appropriate for cells without strong short-range adhesion,
Fig 7. Rotating clusters develop a handedness-dependent drift perpendicular to the gradient. (A) The mean drift velocity hVyi for 100 trajectories is
plotted as a function of that trajectory’s mean angular velocity (gray circles). The mean drift velocities for the clusters with positive and negative angular
velocities are plotted as red crosses. These trajectories are simulated for N = 37 cells with the parameters of Fig 5D, with the averages evaluated over the
time from 12.5τ to 50τ after the simulation is initialized, as in Fig 5D. (B) Schematic picture of cluster trajectories showing that even if the motion is
deterministic, the rotation-drift coupling can change the cluster chemotactic index.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g007
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which do not necessarily have strong gap junctions [66]—though we note for neural crest cells
in vivo gap junctions are relevant [67]. If gap junctions are not robustly present, the origins of
cell-to-cell signal transfer may be different, e.g. transfer via extracellular vesicles or nanotubes
[68, 69].
We show the phase diagram for how the chemotactic index CI and the mean angular speed
depend on the strength of CIL b and the strength of co-attraction χ in Fig 8A and 8B. As in our
model with co-attraction, but no adaptation, we see rotation at large χ and a chemotactic index
that is maximized at large χ and β (though reduced when rotation occurs).
When we plot the cluster velocity (Fig 8C), we note two features. First, we see that there is
an apparent dip in velocity for intermediate numbers of cells, but then a saturation at large cell
numbers. This is perhaps not surprising given the combination of adaptation, for which we see
a decrease in cluster velocity at large N (Fig 3B), and co-attraction, where in the absence of
adaptation, the cluster velocity increases consistently with increasing N (Fig 5B). Altering adap-
tation parameters may also lead to different effects of this combination. Secondly, the cluster
speed is significantly smaller than seen in Fig 5B, even though the co-attraction and CIL
parameters have remained the same. This decrease in speed is a natural consequence of the
highly transient contact between cells, as the LEGI mechanism takes time to create a gradient
in Ri across an area of cells in contact. In addition, if fewer junctions form between cells with
transient interactions (e.g. gap junctions are downregulated), this effect could be aggravated.
However, we do see that as the number of cells increases, the cluster is still efficiently directed
and CI increases (Fig 8D)
Controlling response to changing signal levels by adaptation and co-attraction. While
the phase diagrams in Fig 8A and 8B are qualitatively similar between the case with adaptation
and without, adaptation can still have a key effect in controlling the response to varying levels
of signal. We show the mean velocity of a co-attracting cluster in an exponential gradient
S0 e
S1 x with varying levels of S0 in Fig 9. When adaptation is present, cluster velocity is inde-
pendent of this level—as we would expect from the analysis above (e.g. Eq 13 and Fig 2).
In the absence of adaptation, we find that as S0 is increased, the mean cluster velocity
changes (Fig 9). In tightly packed clusters (b ¼ 37:2; w ¼ 83:3, leading to rotating clusters),
we see a linear increase in mean cluster velocity up the gradient. This is consistent with our
Fig 8. Combination of co-attraction and adaptation does not qualitatively change phase diagram. (A) Phase diagram of chemotactic index of
clusters of N = 37 cells. CI increases when both co-attraction χ and CIL strength b are increased, as in Fig 5E. (B) Phase diagram of mean angular speed
h|Ω|i of clusters of N = 37 cells. Clusters with sufﬁciently high co-attraction develop rotational motion, as in Fig 5F. (C) Velocity in gradient direction
increases, with a dip, as a function of cluster size, but is signiﬁcantly smaller than the nominal scale V0 	 btS1. (D) Chemotactic index increases with
increasing cluster size. Throughout this ﬁgure, the degradation length ℓ = 5 cell diameters. n = 100 trajectories of length 50τ are used for each point of the
phase diagrams in (A) and (B), which are contour plots based on a 6 × 7 sample of the space b 2 ½5; 85:6; w 2 ½0; 100. Δt = 0.001, va = 0, vr = 100. The
gradient is exponential, S(x) = S0 e
S1 x, S0 = 1, S1 = 0.025. (C) and (D) are evaluated at b ¼ 70, χ = 15 and use varying numbers of trajectories ranging
from n = 100 for smaller clusters to n = 5 for N = 127.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g008
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expectations from analytical results on rigid clusters without adaptation or co-attraction [7],
which have a velocity proportional torS—and hence in a gradient S0 eS1 x would have a speed
proportional to S0. For less tightly-packed clusters (b ¼ 70; w ¼ 15), we also see an increase in
hVxi with S0 at small values of S0—but then a saturation to a ﬁxed hVxi at high S0. In the mini-
mal model without adaptation, bi ¼ bSðriÞ, so increasing S0 is equivalent to increasing b. The
saturation in Fig 9 is thus consistent with that seen in Fig 5E, where at ﬁxed co-attraction, CI
increases and then saturates with increasing b.
Why does cluster velocity become independent of the signal level in Fig 9 for loosely-bound
clusters, even in the absence of an explicit adaptation mechanism? We can understand how
adaptation occurs in the absence of LEGI by considering the collision of two isolated cells in
the mechanism without LEGI (details in Supplementary Information). CIL begins once two
cells i and j reach a critical distance D0. If b is sufﬁciently large, the two cells will quickly be
repolarized away from one another along the cell-cell contact axis r^ij, as an almost-elastic colli-
sion. However, because of the graded CIL response, the cell at larger x is more strongly repolar-
ized, and the total polarity pi + pj of the pair increases. The time it takes the pair of cells to
separate, t, only depends on the average signal over the pair: If two pairs of cells have CIL sus-
ceptibilities βi and βj, the time it takes them to separate scales as t* 1/[β
i + βj]. By contrast,
the total change in p due to the collision depends on the difference in signal across the pair,
(βi − βj)t. The combination leads to a net change in polarity—and thus velocity—that only
depends on the relative change in signal across the pair. Deﬁning D 	 pi  pj and S 	 pi þ pj,
we show in the Supplementary Information that for sufﬁciently large βi,
DðtÞ  r^ij  Dð0Þ  r^ ij ð22Þ
SðtÞ  r^ ij  Sð0Þ  r^ij  2Dð0Þ  r^ ij
bi  bj
bi þ bj ð23Þ
 Sð0Þ  r^ ij  Dð0Þ  r^ijbS1D0 ð24Þ
where the last approximation holds for a shallow exponential gradient S(x) = S0 e
S1 x with
S1 D0
 1.
Fig 9. Changing overall signal levels influences cluster speed in the absence of adaptation. V0 	 btS1.
Throughout this ﬁgure, the degradation length ℓ = 5 cell diameters. n = 100 trajectories of length 50τ are used
for each value of S0. Δt = 0.001, va = 0, vr = 100. The gradient is exponential, S(x) = S0 e
S1 x, S1 = 0.02. Tight
clusters have b ¼ 37:2 and χ = 83.3; loose clusters have b ¼ 70 and χ = 15.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005008.g009
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Eqs 22–24 show that the scattering of pairs of cells can, even in the absence of a LEGI mech-
anism, depend only on the relative gradient, and be insensitive to the overall level S0. This
insensitivity to S0 arises because S0 increases the strength of graded pair repolarization—but in
proportion decreases the amount of time the pair has to repolarize. Our argument provides a
plausible intuitive explanation for the emergence of adaptation in Fig 9. Some assumptions—
e.g. purely pairwise collisions—might need to be extended to make this a quantitative theory
that could predict the exact velocities shown in Fig 9.
Discussion
In our earlier work [7], we provided a minimal quantitative model that embodied the collective
guidance hypothesis [2, 6] and provides a plausible initial model for collective chemotaxis
when single cells do not chemotax. However, this model made two fairly strict assumptions:
first, that the cluster does not perform any relevant internal processing of the chemoattractant
gradient, and second, that the cluster is highly adherent with cohesion from short-range inter-
actions. We and others have used similar models to analyze collective chemotaxis in many bio-
logical contexts [1, 7, 8]. In this paper, we have relaxed both of these assumptions, and showed
that new qualitative behaviors may arise, emphasizing potentially necessary extensions to these
models.
We find, consistent with our earlier model and the experimental results of [2], that small
clusters of cells can chemotax, even if single cells cannot. However, while our minimal model
predicts that both velocity and chemotactic index increase as cluster size increases, we find that
adaptation to and amplification of the chemoattractant signal can lead to cluster velocity to
decrease and chemotactic index to saturate at a value less than one at large cluster sizes. This
effect can arise purely from the finite rate of contact mediated diffusive transfer of chemicals
between contacting cells. However, even if transfer is fast, if the cell’s response to the signal is
switchlike, cluster velocities can be non-monotonic and chemotactic indices can saturate. This
non-monotonic behavior is a sign of the way in which the cluster processes the chemoattrac-
tant signal. Non-monotonicity of cluster velocity was recently observed in border cell chemo-
taxis, and was interpreted in terms of additional hydrodynamic resistance at large cluster sizes
[8]. Our results here show that alternate mechanisms, like amplification, could potentially also
create this qualitative signature, and should be considered.
How do our results compare to experimental data? Theveneau et al. [2] find that chemotac-
tic indices of small (2–3 cell) and large clusters of neural crest cells are similar, but do not
observe a large variation in cluster speed. Within our models with adaptation and amplification
in adherent clusters, we see that chemotactic indices of 7 cell clusters and 61 cell clusters are
often similar—but we generally observe that 2–3 cell clusters have smaller chemotactic indices.
This is in part because of orientational averaging—under our assumption that single cells do
not chemotax, pairs of cells have a chemotactic behavior that varies strongly with orientation
[7]. However, we highlight some difficulties with a direct comparison between model and
experiment in this case. First, if cells have a distribution of CIL strengths b, we might expect
that cells with higher CIL strength b form smaller clusters; thus the strength of the collective
guidance mechanism could be different between small and large clusters. Secondly, the concen-
tration of the chemoattractant Sdf1 is not well-characterized in the bead assay used by [2];
more extensive studies using microﬂuidic chambers would aid in pinpointing differences
between our model and experiments in neural crest. Non-monotonicity can also make experi-
mental results difﬁcult to interpret. Within our model with adaptation and ampliﬁcation, a
given cluster could have either a larger or smaller velocity than a smaller cluster, depending on
the sizes of the clusters and the details of the adaptation mechanism (e.g. the rate of diffusion
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of the inhibitor). This suggests that solely comparing large and small clusters could potentially
be misleading, and in general more detailed experiments as a function of cluster size are
needed.
How generic is the result that sufficiently large tightly bound clusters decrease in speed? We
have found that this occurs both with adaptation and switch-like amplification, but not with
the minimal model of [7], where clusters will break apart if they are not sufficiently tightly
bound. We expect this behavior to be relatively broadly present in sufficiently large, and suffi-
ciently tightly bound clusters. In collective guidance in tightly adherent clusters, there is a tug-
of-war, and the cluster is under tension, and would tear itself apart in the absence of the strong
adhesion. In order for the cluster to maintain its speed as the number of cells increases, which
increases friction between the cluster and the surface, the difference in protrusion strength
between the front and back must also increase. In adaptation and switchlike amplification, this
increase in protrusion strength is slow or absent, and the cluster slows at large N. However, if
the protrusion strength βi increases with cluster size, it will eventually overcome cell-cell adhe-
sion—and we expect the cluster to eventually scatter. This argument is not specific to the mod-
els we have studied, but should generalize to any model where the cluster is under tension and
driven solely by the edge: large tightly adherent clusters will either scatter as the edge force
increases, or slow, if the edge can no longer robustly pull the entire cluster.
Our model for strongly adherent clusters has assumed that the primary driver of the dynamics
of strongly adherent clusters are cells at the edge. This is consistent with the observations of [2]
on neural crest, who observe that only the edge cells develop strong protrusions: there are no
cryptic protrusions. In small (2–30 cells) adherent clusters of epithelial cells, traction forces are
also mainly found to be large at the edge [70–72]. However, in other systems, most notably the
classic example of migration of large epithelial sheets in a wound healing geometry, traction forces
are also exerted significantly away from the edge [73]. If these interior traction forces are relevant,
we would expect the scaling of cluster velocity with cluster size to be significantly altered. Ulti-
mately, experimental traction force measurements may be crucial in determining whether our
assumption of edge-driven dynamics is appropriate; however, this assumption is consistent with
the currently available data. We have also recently shown that a similar model of CIL can repro-
duce some of this traction force data, lending support to our assumptions here [74].
Adaptation in single-cell chemoresponse is a ubiquitous and well-tested principle, but its
existence is not established for clusters of neural crest or lymphocytes; applying a step response
would be a straightforward test of adaptation, and we would expect protrusions and traction
forces to peak and then adapt (Fig 2A).We argue that the gap junction-mediated LEGI model
we have used is a reasonable expectation for collective signal processing. Recent papers have
independently suggested that gap junctions play a role in gradient sensing and proposed a simi-
lar LEGI model [4, 9], though solely in one dimension, and without any effects of CIL, cell
motility, or amplification. Our results suggest that gap-junction mediated gradient sensing
across the cluster may be effective—though with characteristic effects on the cluster velocity, as
discussed above. As noted earlier, our hypothesis of gap junction mediated communication is
consistent with the experimental observation that gap junctions modulate neural crest cell
motility in vivo [35, 36].
In this paper, we also modeled the possibility that the coherence of the cluster is not pro-
vided by strong physical adhesion, but rather by chemoattraction to a secreted signal, i.e. co-
attraction. This co-attraction mechanism is known to be relevant in neural crest [20] (and see
also the model [27]). Our model with co-attraction also shows that, consistent with experi-
ments on neural crest [2], that the collective guidance mechanism proposed here can guide
cells even with only transient contacts. However, we also see that if co-attraction is too large,
new emergent behaviors can appear, including cluster rotation. Persistent rotation of cell
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clusters is not observed in neural crest, and only transient rotations appear to occur in lympho-
cytes undergoing collective chemotaxis [1]. Rotating droplets are, however, observed in bacte-
ria and in the social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum; vortex formation in bacteria has been
speculated to also occur in part via chemotaxis to a secreted molecule [63] though chemotaxis
is not necessary and may not be relevant in Dictyostelium [75].
Similar to our model of co-attraction, chemotaxis to a secreted molecule and relayed
response to a secreted molecule have been modeled extensively in the literature, with varying
degrees of biological specificity and detail [27, 63, 76–82]. We note particularly [27, 81, 83]
who also focus on neural crest. Our approach here has been to tend toward minimalism where
possible, while still respecting the experimental facts on the neural crest explant experiments of
[2]. Many of our assumptions could be generalized, including, e.g. explicitly modeling chemical
details of the co-attraction sensing [77], or changing our assumption that cells respond equally
strongly to weak and strong gradients of co-attractant. Changing the details of the co-attraction
model will change the cluster structure, which will quantitatively change the cluster velocity.
Our initial studies in this direction have not yet revealed important qualitative changes.
Potential extensions and comparisons to other models
Other variants of stochastic particle models have been used to model collective cell migration,
ranging from models that use single particles to represent cells [30, 53, 63, 84–86] to those that
use more detailed representations of cells with either multiple particles or additional details of
cell shape [87–91]. Other techniques, such as the Cellular Potts Model [58, 75, 92] and phase
field models [23, 93, 94] have also been developed to study collective cell migration with signifi-
cantly greater levels of detail on the cell’s shape and its internal biochemistry. Because emergent
collective guidance has had only limited quantitative models in the past [1, 7], we have chosen
our cell models to be as minimal as possible, in an attempt to focus on the essential aspects of
collective guidance. Earlier models have been created to study neural crest chemotaxis in vivo
[81, 83, 95]; however, these have explicitly described chemotaxis arising from a “follow-the-
leader”mechanism where single leader cells can sense a gradient [96], rather than through the
collective mechanism we study here, where individual cells need not sense the gradient level.
We also mention that unlike many of the models discussed above, our model does not
include an interaction designed to align a cell’s polarity with its neighbors’motion [53, 63, 75]
or its own velocity or displacement [30, 58, 87, 88], and these mechanisms are not necessary
for the effects we describe here. Competition between the collective guidance mechanism and
alignment mechanisms may be an interesting area for future study.
Our stochastic interacting particle model is relatively simple, which allows us to in some
cases derive analytic results [7]. Many extensions of this approach are possible. Our model
could be developed further for more quantitative comparisons by careful measurement of sin-
gle-cell statistics in or out of a chemoattractant gradient [28, 97]; this could lead to nonlinear
or anisotropic terms in Eq 2. Our description of contact inhibition of locomotion has also
assumed, for simplicity, that contact with both the front and back of the cell is inhibitory; other
possibilities may alter the collective dynamics of the cell cluster [23].
Summary
Our main findings are: 1) Cluster velocity and chemotactic index may reflect internal signal pro-
cessing, and provide an experimental window into these processes. 2)We expect sufficiently
large clusters undergoing collective guidance to either become increasingly slow or break up. 3)
Strong adhesion between cells is not necessary for collective guidance to function if cells chemo-
tax to a secreted molecule. 4) A balance of this co-attraction and graded contact inhibition of
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locomotion are necessary for efficient chemotaxis. 5) Co-attraction may also induce cluster rota-
tion, and we have explicitly characterized the transition to rotation. 6) The combination of clus-
ter rotation and cluster chemotaxis may induce systematic drifts that depend on cluster rotation.
Supporting Information
S1 Movie. Clusters with co-attraction and graded CIL can chemotax effectively even with-
out permanent contacts.We show a representative movie of a chemotaxing cluster loosely
bound by co-attraction, with b ¼ 70 and χ = 15. The color map is the co-attractant ﬁeld c(r),
the blue arrows are the cell polarity pi, and the cells are drawn as black circles. This video corre-
sponds to Fig 5A.
(MP4)
S2 Movie. Clusters with large co-attraction can develop rotational motion.We show a rep-
resentative movie of a rotating chemotaxing cluster with strong co-attraction and weaker CIL
( b ¼ 37:2 and χ = 83.3). The color map is the co-attractant ﬁeld c(r), the blue arrows are the
cell polarity pi, and the cells are drawn as black circles. This video corresponds to Fig 5D.
(MP4)
S1 Text. Supplemental Information. SI Text provides extended derivations of the behavior of
the LEGI model in the fast-diffusion limit, the dynamics of the co-attractant c(r), the behavior
of scattering pairs, and a table of parameters.
(PDF)
S1 Code. Supplemental Code. Code and documentation to run our simulations is provided in
the file camleySIcode.zip.
(ZIP)
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